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Dear Sirs 

NORTH SOMERSET LOCAL PLAN 2036 ISSUES AND OPTIONS CONSULTATION 

RESPONSE ON BEHALF OF BLOOR HOMES SOUTH WEST 

BANWELL GARDEN VILLAGE 

We write on behalf of our client, Bloor Homes South West [“Bloor Homes”], in response to the North Somerset 

Local Plan 2036 Issues and Options Document [“the Issues document”] which is being consulted on until 10 

December 2018. 

We respond to the Issues consultation with specific references to the land controlled by Bloor Homes, which forms 

part of the emerging Banwell Garden Village allocation. 

Bloor Homes have been working with North Somerset Council and other stakeholders to develop a masterplan for 

the site, and progress technical work supporting the detail of the proposed Banwell Bypass. Discussions are ongoing 

on the progression of a Planning Performance Agreement for the submission and determination of a planning 

application for the site. 

A Vision Document for the site is enclosed at Appendix 1 of this representation which sets out an indicative 

masterplan for the site, explains the principles behind its development and provides a vision for the overall 

progression and delivery of the Village.  This is reflective of technical work undertaken on the site, and influenced 

by joint discussions with stakeholders to date.  The initial technical and design work that been undertaken to 

inform the Vision Document has demonstrated that the Bloor Homes’ land at Banwell is available, suitable and 

achievable for the scale of development proposed.  

It is expected that the Bloor Homes’ part of the Garden Village will form the first part of the delivery of the Village, 

but has been designed to reflect the wider future delivery of the Village on land to the southwest, beyond 

Wolvershill Road. The future successful integration of the wider Garden Village has been carefully considered and 

planned. Connections, including important green infrastructure connections, between the two parts of the Village 
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have been incorporated and infrastructure, such a centrally located local centre, a community hub and school have 

been planned as part of the development to serve both this part of the Village and wider community.   

This representation is also accompanied by a Transport Technical Note at Appendix 2 which provides further detail 

on site connectivity and the transport strategy for the Banwell Garden Village.  

Alongside these representations we have submitted the land at Banwell Garden Village under control of Bloor 

Homes into the concurrent call for sites process opened to inform the Local Plan Review process. The site location 

plan demonstrating the full extent of the site is enclosed at Appendix 3. 

Taking the above into account we have set out responses to the consultation questions posed in the Issues 

document considered relevant to Bloor Homes’ land interests at Banwell, in turn.  Whilst we have not responded to 

questions on all the matters covered in the Issues document, we reserve the right to comment on related issues at 

a later date if required: 

Q10. Do you have any comments on the proposed vision for Banwell? 

 

We agree with, and welcome the proposed vision for Banwell.  We are reassured that synergy between the 

Council’s, and Bloor Homes’ aspiration for the Banwell Garden Village is evident and reflective of discussions 

undertaken on the site to date. 

Q11. Do you agree with the principles set out for Banwell Garden Village and would you suggest any 

changes to these? We consider that establishing the principles is a fundamental step towards 

developing the detail for development in these areas. 

 

The principles set out for Banwell Garden Village are broadly agreed, although it is not clear at this stage how these 

principles will form the basis of or inform specific future Local Plan policy.   

The accompanying Turley Vision Document expands on, and develops, these principles and demonstrates an 

indicative masterplan for the site which integrates the draft principles, but is also deliverable and realistic; Bloor 

welcome the opportunity to remain involved in close working with the Council as part of developing the detailed 

policy framework required for the Garden Village proposals.  

Notwithstanding the above, we would like to comment on the following principles: 

• The village will be physically separated from the motorway and Banwell with its own local centre and 

primary schools – the Turley indicative masterplan demonstrates how the Garden Village could 

accommodate a physical separation between itself and Banwell while delivering development in some 

form to the south of the proposed Banwell Bypass, in the interests of good placemaking principles. It is 

proposed that this area could include uses to reflect a gateway into the village and/or include a first phase 

of residential development. 

• A local centre will be required as a focal point and consideration will need to be given to how existing 

provision in Banwell can be enhanced and shared between the two settlements – the Turley indicative 

masterplan shows how a local centre can be accommodated at the heart of the proposed village, but also 

how there is scope to include community uses can be accommodated at the gateway of the site to be 

shared between the two settlements. 

• Development will largely occupy the south facing slopes of Woolvers Hill, maximising solar gain within the 

development – this principle is considered to be too vague, as if taken prescriptively could limit the extent 

of development and result in a significant reduction to the net developable area of the site, to the 
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detriment of the overall place making and sustainable development objectives for the scheme.  We 

consider that maximising development on south facing slopes can and may play a role in developing a 

masterplan for the site, but should not be at the expense of achieving other key masterplanning principles.  

Alternative wording as follows would be suggested “Opportunities for residential development to 

maximise solar gain on the south facing slopes of Woolvers Hill will be encouraged”. 

• New residents will be encouraged to lead community engagement to help shape a vibrant sociable 

neighbourhood – this principle should be welcomed, and forms an important part of shaping a new 

community, however for the sake of brevity in plan making and effective policy drafting, it isn’t appropriate 

to include at this stage (as a possible policy requirement) and should be removed. 

We consider a further principle should be added: 

• Producing a masterplan for the site which maximises effective and efficient use of the available developable 

land, assisting in the viability of the scheme, helping to justify key infrastructure funding, and ensuring there 

is a critical mass of housing to secure the vitality of a village in the long term. 

Q12. We would be interested in your thoughts on additional employment at the Banwell development 

including the type and possible location. 

 

We consider that any larger scale employment land/development would be best placed in close proximity to the 

anticipated new Junction 21A of the M5 as referenced in the vision for Banwell on page 35 of the Issues document.  

Other smaller scale and/or non ‘B’ Use Class employment opportunities can be integrated within the core area of 

the village as anticipated in the submitted Vision Document. 

Q13. Do you have any comments on the concept diagrams and alternative scenarios set out? 

 

We propose that the concept diagram should be revised to take into account both the first alternative scenario 

proposed (including further development to the north up to and beyond Silver Moor Lane), and the second 

alternative scenario including development between the proposed Banwell Bypass and Banwell Village.   

There is scope for development at Banwell Garden Village which is in excess of the capacity identified by the 

emerging JSP currently; additional development will only help to ensure the vitality and viability of the settlement, 

and the benefits of the infrastructure funding being committed to the Banwell Bypass. 

The Turley masterplan included in the accompanying Vision Document has been informed by technical studies in 

relation to landscape, topography, flood risk and drainage, ecology, highways and with consideration to the 

principles set out in the Issues document.  The forthcoming planning application on the site will demonstrate 

through detailed supporting information that the Turley masterplan (likely broadly in accordance with the current 

draft) is justified and evidenced. 

In essence, extending the concept diagram for Banwell Garden Village to include the two further land scenarios is 

entirely justified and would help to facilitate the delivery of homes, and important services and infrastructure, on 

the site in accordance with North Somerset Council’s vision. 

Q14. Are there any other options you would add for accommodating strategic growth within the 

Garden Village near Banwell? 

 

Whilst the land on the eastern boundary of the Banwell Garden Village site appears on initial review to be heavily 

constrained in flood risk and drainage terms, Bloor Homes will evidence that effective use of this land can support 

the delivery of the Garden Village through providing appropriate land for strategic landscaping, ecological 
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mitigation and valuable informal public open space, synonymous with the principles of the delivery of a Garden 

Community.  The inclusion of this land in the concept diagram for Banwell Garden Village should not therefore be 

overlooked and, indeed, should form an important element of the new community. 

We hope these comments assist in the effective preparation of the North Somerset Local Plan Review. We look 

forward to participating in further stages of the plan and ultimately working with North Somerset Council to bring 

forward proposals at Banwell Garden Village. 

If you would like to discuss our comments or require any further clarification, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Yours sincerely, 

 
Jeff Richards 

Director, Head of Planning South West 

jeff.richards@turley.co.uk  

mailto:jeff.richards@turley.co.uk
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Appendix 1: Banwell Garden Village Vision Document 
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oreword

This Vision Document has been produced by 

Turley Design, in conjunction with a wider project 

team of environmental and technical consultants, 

on behalf of Bloor Homes. It refers to the new 

Banwell Garden Village that is subject of North 

Somerset Councils bid to the government for 

Garden Village status. 

It sets out an indicative masterplan for the site, 

explains the principes behind its development 

and provides a vision for the overall progression 

and delivery of the village. The initial technical and 

design work that has been undertaken to inform 

the Vision Document has demonstrated that the 

Bloor Homes’ land at Banwell is available, suitable 

and achievable for the scale of development 

proposed. 
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SOCIAL OPPORTUNITY . PLACES OF AMUSEMENT . BEAUTY 

OF NATURE . WOOD. MEADOW. FOREST . ABUNDANCE OF 

WATER . FIELD FOR ENTERPRISE  CHANCES OF EMPLOYMENT 

. BRIGHT HOMES AND GARDENS . PLENTY TO DO

The original Garden Cities concept pioneered by Ebenezer 
Howard were the first manifestations of sustainable 
development. 

Howard believed that by taking the best elements of the 
town combined with the best elements of the country, and 
integrating them into a new place it would be possible to 
achieve a better quality of life for all. 

The concept of a Garden Village therefore is  a holistically 
planned new settlement which enhances the natural 
environment and offers high-quality affordable housing and 
locally accessible jobs and facilities in healthy and sociable 
communities. 

Concept and Vision
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The vision for Banwell Garden Village is to 
deliver a new sustainable community set 
within North Somerset.

Banwell Garden Village vision aims to address 
the social and environmental challenges set 
out by the original Garden City concept as well 
as respond to current demands and economic 
growth. 

Provision of a high quality sustainable 
development with green infrastructure at the 
heart of the scheme, will benefit existing and new 
residents of the area.

To achieve the objectives set out in the vision the 
following strategies form the basic components of 
Banwell Garden Village.
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To achieve the objectives set out in the 
vision the above strategies form the basic 
components of Banwell Garden Village.
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LANDSCAPE FRAMEWORK

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY

Banwell Garden Village will be set within an extensive 

landscape framework, including a network of open spaces. 

This incorporated comprehensive landscape led approach 

will delivering an attractive setting in a manner that is green, 

secure, characterful and popular. 

Development will promote biodiversity within the locale, 

integrating new wildlife habitats, whilst respecting existing 

biodiversity.

SELF SUFFICIENCY

The inclusion of allotments and community orchards will 

encourage residents to live more sustainably though self-

sufficient food growth. 

HEALTHY LIVING

Banwell Garden Village will incorporate space to meet the 

desired recreational activities and play opportunities of 

the existing and new residents, promoting a healthier living 

environment. 
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SOCIAL OPPORTUNITY

CO-OPERATION

QUALITY DESIGN

Neighbourhoods which are easy to navigate, with a wide range of 

interlinked uses and generous green spaces will allow residents 

to flourish within their own surroundings.

Banwell Garden Village could incorporate a long term 

management strategy, including a Community Interest company 

(CIC), to enrich the development both now and in the future.

The development will be carefully designed, achieving a high 

quality environment with generous garden spaces, natural open 

public spaces and well integrated development set within the 

existing landscape.

LOCAL IDENTITY

Careful and sensitive planning will ensure Banwell Garden Village 

creates a sense of place and integrates into its landscape setting. 
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The proposed location for the Banwell Garden Village lies 

north of the existing Settlement of Banwell. 

The Bloor Homes part of the emerging Garden Village is 

enclosed by Wolvershill Road to the east, which provides 

existing access to Banwell Village; by the existing settlement 

of Banwell to the south; and arable field boundaries to the 

north and east. Somerset rhynes are also located to the 

north west of the site providing an landscaped ecological 

setting to the site. Silver Moor Lane runs through the site to 

the north. Existing properties are located on the periphery 

of the site along Wolvershill Road. 

The site is currently agricultural land with associated farm 

buildings. The site topography slopes from the north east, 

at an elevation of 30 AOD to 0 AOD towards the east. The 

topography of the site means that the majority of views 

towards the site will be from the lowland moors to the north 

east. Views from the west are limited by landform. 

The Site

M5
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Planning Overview

Bloor Homes control an area of land to the north of Banwell, 

North Somerset, which is part of the area approximately 

identified under draft Policy 7.5 of the West of England Joint 

Spatial Plan [the JSP] as a Strategic Development Location 

[SDL] for a new Garden Village to contribute to the region’s 

housing requirements in the plan period from 2016 to 2036.

Policy 7.5 of the JSP identifies the Banwell Garden Village 

to deliver 1,900 dwellings and 5ha of employment land in 

the plan period up to 2036, and is accompanied by a list of 

broad policy requirements. The draft strategic principles 

and infrastructure requirements are as follows:

• Delivery of a new garden village to the north west of 

Banwell with its own character and sense of identity, 

whilst demonstrating sensitivity to the existing context 

for around 1900 dwellings including affordable housing.

• Creation of a new local centre to provide a focal point 

for the new community with an appropriate range of 

small-scale retail, services and facilities to complement 

existing facilities in Banwell.

• Potential for higher density at the local centre and other 

accessible locations.

• Creation of new footpath and cycleways connecting the 

garden village to Banwell, Weston-super-Mare and the 

nearby Weston Villages.

• Delivery of bus service improvements to Weston-super-Mare 

and Bristol including potential for MetroBus.

• Development will not commence until the construction of the 

Banwell Bypass is delivered as part of the M5 to A38 highway 

improvements with connection to a new M5 Junction 21a at 

a location to be confirmed, and onward connection to the 

Sandford/Churchill Bypass. Opportunities to phase delivery 

of the highway improvements in step with parts of the 

development may be explored particularly where delivery 

of infrastructure is directly within the land controlled by the 

developer. Development must not prejudice the delivery of 

future  improvements to M5, including the construction of 

the new M5 junction.

• Local network and junction improvements including widening 

of Wolvershill Road.

• Provision of two primary schools one of at least 2.4ha and the 

other 3.4ha to be located to maximise safe accessibility from 

surrounding communities by walking and cycling. Provision 

for a new secondary school to serve the Banwell and 

Churchill SDL should be made with location to be confirmed 

through the local plan.

• Strategic approach to the assessment, safeguarding 

and enhancement of greater and lesser horseshoe bat 

habitat including investigation of the potential to create 

a ‘dark corridor’ link through the development from open 

countryside around Stonebridge towards the Grumplepill 

Rhyne corridor.
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• Development should avoid the flood plain and 

demonstrate reduced run-off rates including through 

the use of attenuation ponds and other features as 

appropriate. Additional land may be required off-

site to facilitate long term water storage as part of a 

sustainable drainage strategy.

• Identification of around 5ha of employment land 

primarily for B8 use class with good access to the M5 

and new strategic transport infrastructure.

• As part of the approach to securing a multi-functional 

and interconnected green infrastructure, investigate 

the opportunity for an open setting along the northern 

edge of the existing village including potential for a 

nature reserve or other uses, with links out to open 

countryside to the east.

• Implementation of environmental improvements to the 

centre of Banwell following construction of the Bypass.

North Somerset Council are concurrently preparing a new 

Local Plan which will include detailed policies dealing with 

the allocation of the JSP’s identified SDLs, including the 

proposed Banwell Garden Village.

Turley have responded on behalf of Bloor Homes to both 

the draft JSP and North Somerset Local Plan consultations 

to date and are engaged in discussions with the Council and 

relevant stakeholders to develop a masterplan for the site, 

and progress technical work supporting the detail of the 

proposed Banwell Bypass. Discussions are ongoing on the 

progression of a Planning Performance Agreement for the 

submission and determination of a planning application for 

the site.

Issues and options concept diagram - Banwell Garden Village
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Movement Audit

M
5

Existing Public Rights of Way

Existing bus stops

Primary vehicular routes through Banwell are along the A371 

within the town centre and Wolvershill Road which runs west 

of the site. The M5 is located 700m to the west of the site 

and can be easily accessed from junction 21. 

The main aspirations of the site are to reduce private car 

use in line with Garden Village principles, thus providing 

alternative solutions. 

The village of Banwell, situated 1.3km to the south of the 

site provides an existing neighbourhood centre with local 

facilities that is accessible by cycling. There are currently 

no footways along Wolvershill Road, however the site will 

provide cycle and pedestrian connections which will link 

the site with Banwell. The Bypass will deliver new safe 

pedestrian cycle connections to Banwell. 

An existing PROW runs across the site to the south east, 

this will be retained through the proposals. Additional 

pedestrian connections will be made through the green 

routes across the site to form circular walks and off 

road connections. These will also connect to the wider 

pedestrian infrastructure. 

The proposals will implement a spine road which will 

alleviate vehicular traffic from Wolvershill Road. There 

is potential to therefore downgrade Wolvershill Road to 

provide slow vehicular speeds and local and pedestrian / 

cycle access only. 

There is also potential to make new cycle connections to 

Worle train station subject to further design. 

The proposals could include bus connections through the 

garden village, linking to Banwell, Weston Super Mare and 

Bristol.
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Landscape & Visual Assessment

At the National level, the site lies in the flat landscape of the Somerset Levels 

and Moors National Character Area (NCA) 142. This NCA is dissected by the 

Mendip Hills NCA and the Mid Somerset Hills NC. NCA 142 is described as a 

landscape of rivers and wetlands with artificial drains and irrigation systems 

constructed to service the agricultural industry, which accurately reflect the 

north east context of the site. 

The Mendips are approximately 885m to the south of the site at its closest 

point, where the foothills of a limestone escarpment runs broadly east to 

west to the south of Banwell. Views to and from the AONB are available, 

particularly from open, elevated plateaus. Views towards the site and 

proposed development will be evaluated further as the design progress.

Banwell Conservation Area (CA) is located approximately 530m to the south 

of the site at its closest point. Views from the Banwell Conservation Area 

are likely due to its proximity to the site, and its partially elevated position 

therefore it will be assessed in the visual appraisal.

There is a moderate network of Public Right of Way (PRoW) within the study 

area, one PRoW is in part within the site boundary.

A

B

A

C

B

C

Existing Public Rights of Way
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The Site
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Landscape, Ecology & Arboriculture

The site is relatively hilly with site levels ranging from sea 

level to 30AOD. Topographical surveys indicate that the site 

slopes to the east from two ridgelines located alongside 

Wolvershill Road. The site has a gentle uniform slope down 

to the eastern boundary. 

Connectivity between components of the bat SAC to the 

south west and southeast and the site are particularly 

important. Green links will offer key habitat corridors 

through the site on both a north south axis as well as links to 

the east and west. 

Green corridors will enable retention/creation of key 

assets including hedgerows, copses and ponds and other 

green infrastructure assets. This is of particular benefit to 

protected species potentially present on-site, including 

dormouse, bats, badger, water vole and great crested newt 

population.

Green corridors should facilitate the provision of multiple 

dark corridors through the site which will be necessary with 

respect to bats, dormice and nocturnal wildlife, as per policy 

7.5 and the Bat SAC SPG. 

Contours

Listed buildings

Conservation area

Features of historical landscape

Site of nature conservation interest

Key views into Banwell

Existing trees

Category A trees

AONB
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Flooding & Drainage

The majority of the site is within Flood Zone 1, and is 

deemed appropriate to development.

The site is located within the Somerset Levels and much of 

it is located within a tidal flood plain; Flood Zone 3. As this is 

a tidal flood plain and subject to strategic flood alleviation 

measures, ongoing discussions with the Environment 

Agency have meant that some development may be 

allowed within this zone, subject to some potential land 

regrading  and conditions to be agreed as the project and 

scheme progresses. It will be possible to implement surface 

water attenuation for proposed site, within this area.

No flood plain associated with fluvial flooding has been 

identified within the context of the site.

Areas of surface water flooding has been identified within 

the context of the site and this will need to be facilitated and 

accommodated within the site. This will need to be provided 

over and above the required surface water attenuation 

to mitigate surface water runoff generated through the 

development of the site.

There is an opportunity to connect these attenuation 

features as a positive green and blue amenity, to provide 

areas of enhanced biodiversity, betterment to ecological 

area, particularly within the context of the SSSI, as well 

as providing connected green spaces for formal and 

informal leisure for the new and existing community. This 

opportunity reflects the aspirations of the Garden Village 

ethos.

Flood Zone 2

Flood Zone 3

Surface water flooding risk - High

Surface water flooding risk - Medium
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Key Design Considerations

The site is identified within North Somerset’s Issues and 

Options and the Joint Spatial Plan as within a ‘strategic 

development location’ (SDL) and as a the potential location 

for a new garden village. This designation is associated with 

a new proposed by-pass to Banwell, the alignment of the 

which is located within the adjacent plan, and is proposed to 

be the primary access into Banwell Garden Village.

The site slopes towards the northeast and is formed of a 

long linear hillside. The proposed development will respond 

to the this topographic context and will generally be formed 

along the contours. This will allow the development to 

setting within its landscape setting and will allow for new 

planting to soften scheme and let it settle within its context.

Existing trees and hedges will be retained and enhanced 

where possible.

The proposed design will consider how the development 

responds to the landscape character area of the Somerset 

Plains and the setting of the adjacent rhynes and the SSSI.

The context of the site, required flood attenuation, and 

biodiversity and ecological enhancement provides an 

opportunity for the proposed masterplan to implement 

connected green corridors that will provide amenity spaces 

and circular pedestrian and cycle routes across the site, 

that serve a joined up attenuation and ecological function.

Contours

Listed buildings

Conservation area

Features of historical landscape

Site of nature conservation interest

Key views into Banwell

Existing trees

Category A trees

Flood Zone 2

Flood Zone 3

Surface water flooding risk - High

Surface water flooding risk - Medium

Existing Public Rights of Way
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Design Principles

Topography

• The ridgeline forms elevated land on the western section 

of the site. Development will sit into the hillside creating 

views across the Somerset Levels. 

Landscape and ecological assets

• The quality of the network of existing hedgerows, trees 

and biodiversity are part of the landscape pattern and 

character. Existing hedgerows will be integrated into the 

site’s green infrastructure network. Significant trees will 

be retained and brought into key public realm spaces 

within the masterplan structure. An extensive planting 

will be provided to mitigate ecological impacts. 

• Key pedestrian routes will be set within the green 

infrastructure.
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Proposed highways

• The primary vehicular access will be taken from a 

proposed bypass to the south and connect to Wolvershill 

Road to the north. This will provide the opportunity to 

create better connections from Banwell to Junction 21 of 

the M5. 

• A bus route could provide a key public transport options 

across the site, with a transport hub being located 

adjacent to Wolvershill Road

Eastern Green Corridor and Flood Zone Protection

• The eastern part of the site falls within flood zone 2 and 3. 

The setting of the watercourse will be protected. Space will 

be provided for additional water management measures 

and also provide a rich and biodiverse habitat. 
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Proposed Masterplan

Residential land use

Public open space

Strategic landscaping

SUDs basin

Proposed school site

Sports pitches associated with the 
school site

Community hub

Gateway hub

Connected green amenity 
including formal and informal play, 
biodiversity corridors and surface 
water attenuation

1

2

3

4
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Land Budget

Developable residential land = 49ha

Green infrastructure = 42.6ha

Community hub = 0.8ha

Gateway hub = 0.8ha

Proposed school site= 2.1ha (including sports facilities)

Attenuation features = 3.5ha 

2

1

The proposed land uses include:

•  Residential development with a mix of housing types 
and tenures 

• Community facilities such as local shops and the 
potential for small businesses and  incubator units

•  A primary school including sports formal provision
• Extensive area of green infrastructure will include formal 

open space, informal play, attenuation features and 
ecological habitats.
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Masterplan Strategies

To achieve the objectives set out in the vision the following 

strategies form the basic components of Banwell Garden 

Village.

A Network of Green Connections 

• These green routes should also provide pleasant spaces for 

people to walk and cycle along and provide connections 

to the areas of green amenity and infrastructure, including 

sports pitches, allotments, play spaces and off road green 

routes to encourage healthy and active lifestyle choices.

Sustainable movement Strategy

•  The proposed streets will be implemented to ensure that 

provision is made for pedestrians and cyclists as well as the 

private car. 

• The proposed masterplan implements an opportunity 

for a transport hub located alongside Wolvershill Road. 

The proposed scheme should also enable sustainable 

connections to this hub.
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Green Amenity & Play

• The residential development will be set around a series 

of pocket parks. These will provide green amenity and 

the potential to provide children’s play areas across the 

proposed masterplan.

• This will be further support by allotments or community 

gardens that could be located along the countryside 

edge, to the east of the site.

• The primary school will be associated with formal 

play and this could provide a resource to the wider 

community. Additional informal green amenity can be 

provided for along the eastern site periphery.

Land Use

• The proposal is for a residential led development. 

Higher densities will be applied to the west of the site 

and gradually move towards lower densities along the 

eastern boundary. This will provide an appropriate 

transition from the development core to the 

countryside edge.

• The primary school will be located at a key central 

location, adjacent to the gateway hub and the school 

building will form a key landmark and should be visible 

from the primary access point.
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Vision: Development Core

Strong and continuous frontage with a close grain development to run along the primary thoroughfare 
passing through the development, and along contour lines. The formality of the development form can 
be softened by formal street tree planting. Nodes, that occur at key junctions, can provide a space for 
changing character, implement key spaces with recognisable character and provide transition between 
the Development Core and other character areas within the proposed development.
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Vision: Banwell Southern Edge

The south boundary is defined by an existing hedgerow and this will be reinforced through new tree 
and hedgerow planing. A distinct green buffer is set between the proposed development edge and the 
existing adjacent dwellings. 
The residential development located along the southern development edge is proposed to be of lower 
density and set within a distinctive landscape context, to provide a  clear development boundary.
The proposed primary school building will be set back from the south boundary, ensuring that the 
development boundary is clearly set back from Banwell.
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Vision: Community Hub

There is an opportunity to implement a new Community Hub within the heart of Banwell Garden Village. 
This central location can provide amenity and leisure to the new community and there is a potential to 
provide uses such as community facilities, small business centres and services such as a café, a small 
shop or a shared multi-work space.
A key formal green space will identify this zone and a mix of uses will be located, side-by-side, within it’s 
context. This “zone” is situated at a key location along a primary cross roads, where a key potential bus 
route will interact with a key thoroughfare through the site.
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Vision: Gateway Hub

The key gateway and entrance into the proposed development, there is an opportunity to demonstrate 
the character of the proposed Garden Village in this location. A mix of uses could be implemented in this 
location, but the character, mass and development form of the proposed site in this location will be key to 
generating a fitting setting for the proposed development and the aesthetic of a Garden Village.
This location will be of a higher density and have a formal built and landscape character. There will be 
an emphasis on connectivity, particularly in respect of pedestrians and cyclists as they interact with the 
proposed Banwell bypass.
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Vision: Development Edge

Development located along the green edges of the proposed Garden Village will be key to its character.
The proposed built development will be located within a landscape context, facing out onto a distinctive 
landscape edge with multiple uses, including wet and dry attenuation, play spaces and, formal and 
informal sports provision.
The development form will be less formal as it fronts out onto green spaces, looser in urban grain and set 
within a planted and landscape context.
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Vision: Green & Blue Amenity

The proposals are heavily influenced by the landscape 
character and ecological values of the site. Landscape 
provision has been at the forefront of the design process 
to ensure a scheme which responds to the landscape and 
delivers ecological benefits. Land to the east of development 
will become publicly accessible and offer informal pathways 
with potential circular walks, cycleways, meadow planting, 
attenuation features and opportunities for informal 
play. Part of the green infrastructure will be retained for 
ecological habitats, increasing biodiversity.
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Banwell Garden Village is identified as a location for strategic development within the West of England 

Joint Spatial Plan, and within North Somerset Council’s Local Plan 2036, Issues and Options Document 

(September 2018). This Vision demonstrates how the principles of the proposed Garden Village can be 

delivered.

The proposed masterplan has been generated through a clear understanding of the site, it’s landscape and 

ecological context, and topography. The design and development process presents the opportunity to 

implement a joined up approach to the masterplan and connected green infrastructure, allowing for innovate 

and best practice approaches to placemaking.

The proposed masterplan has been landscape led; generated by responding to the site’s topography, 

taking opportunities to provide views to the Mendips, to enhance the ecological context of the site, and to 

implement green amenity space integrated with proposed drainage infrastructure.

The Garden Village will make use of strong and sustainable connections to nearby centres, including the 

existing settlement of Banwell, Weston-Super-Mare, and Bristol which are being developed in the context of 

the proposed Banwell bypass.

The new Garden Village will deliver much needed new homes, providing a range of house types and tenures 

which will be supported by new facilities and services, such as employment, a primary school, local centres 

with opportunity for community infrastructure, connected green infrastructure, and recreation. 

This Vision demonstrates how Banwell Garden Village can be developed to deliver a vibrant, sustainable new 

community, with its own distinctive identity.

Summary
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Appendix 2: Transport Note 

1. These representations respond to the issues and options relating to the Banwell Garden Village allocation, 

Banwell bypass and associated transport strategy. 

BANWELL GARDEN VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT 

2. Banwell is identified as a Strategic Development Location (SDL) in Policy 7.5 of the West of England Joint 

Spatial Plan (JSP). The emerging Local Plan goes further to identify the SDL as a new Garden Village. 

3. In conjunction with the Garden Village at Banwell, it is proposed to construct a new Bypass of the village. 

The Banwell bypass forms the first part of a new proposed corridor linking the M5 motorway to Bristol 

Airport and includes; a further bypass, of Churchill, upgrading of the A38 corridor up to Bristol Airport and 

a new junction on the M5 motorway south of the existing Junction 21. 

4. Whilst the need and function of transport infrastructure and improvements extends across the authority 

area and the region as a whole, they would also be directly linked to development. This would be in terms 

of meeting the infrastructure needs of those developments but also more significantly as a means of 

funding and delivering the infrastructure.  

5. The next stage of the Local Plan process will put further detail to the development at Banwell Garden 

Village including establishing specific transport links and place making requirements. At this Plan stage, it is 

the principles of development, place making and infrastructure that is being established. 

BANWELL TRANSPORT SCHEMES 

6. The Local Plan proposes: The Banwell Bypass which is assumed to be the alignment already reserved in the 

development plan. 

7. Bloor Homes supports the proposal for a Banwell bypass and recognises its importance, not only in 

enabling the delivery of the Garden Village, but also as an integral part of the wider JSP Transport Strategy 

for North Somerset and the benefit it attributes to the community. 

8. As a key interest in the delivery of the Garden Village, Bloor Homes has supported the Council in the 

preparation of the Housing Infrastructure Fund - Forward Funding (HIF) bid to Homes England, seeking 

grant funding for the full costs of delivering the bypass and returning Banwell village to a more pedestrian 

and cycle friendly environment. 

9. It is recognised that development at Banwell would be significantly constrained in scale without the 

bypass. However, the benefit of the bypass is not only to meet the needs and mitigate the impacts of the 

Garden Village, it has a regionally strategic role. 

10. The Banwell bypass enables the delivery of the other incremental corridor improvements, it is the keystone 

to their delivery and as such, the Local Plan should recognise its importance in enabling further 

downstream development and infrastructure. The JSP proposal for the Junction 21a to A38 corridor, is 

stated as being: 
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11. The JSP Joint Transport Strategy summarises a multi-modal package of schemes comprising:  

‒ A new motorway junction on the M5 for Weston-super-Mare and the A371 (M5 J21A), which will 

connect to the A371, A368 and A38.  

‒ A strategic link from M5 J21A to the A38, running parallel to the A371 and A368, incorporating 

Banwell and Churchill Bypasses.  

‒ An upgrade of the A38 between Langford and Bristol Airport and dualling of the A38 between 

Bristol Airport and South Bristol Link (SBL).  

‒ Strategic cycle route connections towards Weston-super-Mare and Bristol Airport to be 

incorporated into highway proposals.” 

12. Individually and collectively the transport strategy supports the delivery the Mendip Springs Garden Village 

at Churchill, expansion of Bristol airport and economic growth across the authority area and that of 

adjoining authorities.   

13. Banwell Garden Village is not reliant upon delivery of the other infrastructure works but their cumulative 

benefit is recognised, and Bloor Homes supports them.  

14. Through Bloor Home’s support of the HiF bid, we are confident that the alignment and geometry of the 

proposed bypass will serve the intended purpose of attracting traffic out of Banwell village. It will provide 

for significantly reduced journey times and increased journey time reliability for all through traffic or that 

which does not start or finish in the village centre. 

15. Further works in Banwell, forming part of the HIF bid, returning West Street to a more pedestrian friendly 

environment, will further reinforce the deterrence of any through traffic.  

16. The residual and cumulative benefit of reduced traffic and improved pedestrian facilities in Banwell village 

will be significant, including: improvements in the local environment (reduced vehicle emissions and road 

noise) and amenity (severance and intimidation), both caused by the existing high traffic volumes.  

17. As set out on the Development Framework Plan, the Banwell Bypass will pass through the land interest of 

Bloor Homes. There is a commitment from the promoters of this land to deliver the Banwell Bypass on land 

that is under their control. A commitment is made to work with North Somerset Council as highway 

authority to agree the design and alignment of the route through the development.  

BANWELL GARDEN VILLAGE 

18. Bloor Homes supports adopting the Garden Village principles for development at Banwell and will progress 

with the masterplanning and place making of their part of development adhering to these principles. 

19. The potential for the extension of the Garden Village north has a number of potential benefits in terms of 

transport and connectivity. Most notably providing better connectivity to the employment areas east of 

Weston-super-Mare and Worle station. The scheme will benefit of improved sustainable travel 

opportunities as a direct consequence. 

20. In terms of transport planning the Garden Village principles relate to: containment of travel, sustainable 

travel and place making. 
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CONTAINMENT 

21. In line paragraph 72(b) of the NPPF, the first step in providing a sustainable community is to ensure the 

right land uses are either already accessible to or delivered by the new community to contain travel and 

reduce the need to travel. The Bloor Homes proposal at Banwell Garden Village meets that requirement 

with a mix of complementary land uses and this will be further supported by additional uses, including 

employment uses within the wider Garden Village community. 

22. The 2011 Census Travel to Work survey for the area east of Weston-super-Mare and incorporating the 

majority of Banwell, identifies the the broad distribution of travel as follows: 

 

23. From this data, there are two clearly dominant relationships in terms of travel to work (the primary trip 

purpose during the network peak periods). A broadly equal proportion of 40% each travelling to Weston-

super-Mare and Bristol (including the Airport. 

24. The importance of containment that the Banwell Garden Village can deliver, for itself, Mendip Springs and 

and the surrounding communities to the east of the M5, will contribute towards reducing the needs for 

significant commuting outside of the authority area. 

25. Further assessment of the National Travel Survey 2016 shows the following journey purposes. 
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26. This shows that in terms of all of our everyday travel needs commuting, business, shopping and education 

forms 50% of all trips.  

27. A comprehensive Garden Village development at Banwell, including employment, alongside Mendip 

Springs and the adjacent Weston-super-Mare urban area results in significant education, retail and 

employment destinations, being within the immediate vicinity. This reduces the distance travelled and 

thereby enables a high level of containment and sustainable travel to be an increased realistic option. 

28. Addressing the extent of travel by virtue of containment of trips will reduce the impact on the M5 and the 

A371 into Weston-super-Mare.  

SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL  

29. The Garden Village principles and the emerging development masterplan being produced by Bloor Homes 

sets out the principles of a permeable streetscape that is at a scale that enables key facilities, such as the 

primary school, employment and local centre, to be accessed by walking and cycling easily. 

30. The local centre would form the community hub of the Garden Village with sustainable travel being a core 

element at the convergence of the key travel infrastructure and services. 

31. Leisure facilities would also be provided throughout the garden Village with recreational green space, 

allotments, orchard and sports pitches all easily accessible.  

32. An emerging masterplan for the Bloor Homes development promotes Woolvershill Road as an active travel 

corridor running through the centre of the Garden Village. With the road only serving a small number of 

existing dwellings and access restricted it will very lightly trafficked and conducive to being a safe and 

pleasant active travel corridor. Other key cycle and pedestrian routes will connect key travel destinations 

along strong desire lines.  

33. A pedestrian and cycle connection from the Garden Village will also be provided via the Banwell bypass 

onto Riverside enabling cyclists to access a network of very quiet roads for utility and leisure purposes.  
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34. Development of 1,900 dwellings as part of the Banwell Garden Village will support the delivery of new and 

improved bus routes and services that will improve accessibility for the proposed and existing communities 

alike.  

35. Collectively, the Banwell and Mendip Springs Garden Villages will necessitate a strategic change in bus 

services east of Weston-super-Mare but at a local level, it is envisaged that radial services will serve the 

scheme from adjacent the Banwell bypass whilst local services will route through Garden Village itself with 

the masterplanning for the Garden Village will incorporate a bus route that maximises passenger 

catchment. 

36. Worle station is within easy cycling distance (7km) of Banwell Garden Village. Existing cycle infrastructure 

will be added to and improved so as to create a high quality, convenient, safe and pleasant cycle route.      

37. With journey times in the order of 25 minutes to Bristol Temple Meads, the opportunity for rail travel in 

place of private car is greater in North Somerset than in many other parts of the WoECA area. In 

comparative terms rail use from the Banwell Garden Village should be significantly greater than other 

proposed SDLs.  

38. This opportunity will be taken on board by the Garden Village at Banwell to meet the residual longer 

distance travel or commuting needs of residents by means of high quality connections to Worle station, a 

sustainable travel asset on the doorstep. 

39. The benefits of using sustainable transport infrastructure and services will be actively promoted to 

residents of the Garden Village through a Travel Plan.  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

40. Bloor Homes supports the proposal for a Banwell bypass and recognises its importance, not only in 

enabling the delivery of the Banwell Garden Village, but also as an integral part of a wider Transport 

Strategy for North Somerset. 

41. The Banwell bypass is the keystone to the delivery of other incremental corridor improvements and as such 

the Local Plan should recognise its importance in enabling further downstream development and 

infrastructure within the Local Plan.  

42. Through Bloor Home’s support of the HiF bid, it is confident that the alignment and geometry of the 

proposed Banwell bypass will serve the intended purpose of attracting traffic out of Banwell village with a 

significant residual and cumulative benefit of reduced traffic and improved pedestrian facilities in Banwell 

village.  

43. Bloor Homes supports adopting the Garden Village principles for development at Banwell and will progress 

with the masterplanning and place making of their part of development adhering to these principles. 

44. The potential for the extension of the Garden Village north has obvious benefits in terms of transport and 

connectivity towards employment areas east of Weston-super-Mare and Worle station. The scheme will 

benefit from improved sustainable travel opportunities as a direct consequence. 

45. A comprehensive Garden Village development at Banwell, including employment, alongside Mendip 

Springs and the adjacent Weston-super-Mare urban area will result in a significant reduction in the need to 

travel further afield and thereby enables a high level of containment and sustainable travel to be achieved. 
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46. Development of 1,900 dwellings with employment and education as part of the Banwell Garden Village will 

support the delivery of new and improved bus routes and services that will improve accessibility for the 

proposed and existing communities alike.  

47. The opportunity for rail travel, in place of private car, is greater in North Somerset than in other parts of 

the WoECA area. In comparative terms rail use from the Banwell Garden Village would be significantly 

greater than some of the other proposed SDLs and should be a material consideration in its early delivery.  
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Appendix 3: Site Location Plan 
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